EVOLVE
by

By re-imagining the standard bed frame, Evolve loads functionality into the
headboard making use of the often underutilized vertical space. A system of
headboard accessories including storage, work surfaces and panels work in
tandem with an accompanying lounge collection to offer students a completely
reconfigurable suite. Evolve is designed to accommodate many work styles and
social modes.

*Evolve is patent pending

Organize and reduce clutter of
small items with modular cubbies.

Evolve offers adjustable height
headboards which allow the bed
to be adjusted to 19 different deck
heights on the studio bed and 7
deck heights on the single bed.

Constructed using an exposed
multi-ply, decorative edge core with
maple or oak face veneers, Evolve
offers the durability required in a
residence hall.

The wardrobe can stack on top of
the 3-drawer chest, or the 3-drawer
chest can stack two high to use
the most vertical space and create
privacy in the room.

Work YOUR way with an
adjustable worksurface to find the
perfect height.

Hide your stuff under your bed
with the rolling storage cart. Fits 4
side by side under the bed.
*Evolve is patent pending

The smartly recycled tray
comes from the cutouts on the
bed frame. It attaches for storage
just where you need it.

The seat to table lounge stool
gives multiple lounging options
while keeping the same aesthetics
of the bed furniture.
From work to wardrobe, add a
hanging bar to the worksurface
to double up as additional clothes
hanging space.

Hang items off the enhanced
stabilizer rail such as the
worksurface and cubby units for
improved versatility. Guard rail also
comes in metal, veneer, or a white
board finish.

A hanging white board and
tackable panel allow you to
express yourself in your space.

Climb to the top bed by
using the built in ladder.
*Evolve is patent pending

Why RT London?
We’re here to help make all of your projects a success.
Our experienced staff can help you plan a space from the initial
sketch to the final color swatch.
Benefit from our comprehensive array of design services, including:
Space Planning
Fabric and Finish Selection
Floor Plans
Design Sketches
3D Renderings
Color & Material Boards
Whole Room Packages
Contact us today at customerservice@rtlondon.com
or 877.613.2012
To experience the life of two students who adapt with Evolve
furniture throughout a semester, visit www.rtlondon.com.

